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9. Adjectives as predicate vs. attribute 

While all adjectives can modify the head noun in an Np, it is important to note 
that it is quite rare for an adjective to have an attributive function. Adjectives occur 
much more commonly as the head of a VP than as a modifier of a noun. For ex
ample, while sentence (59) is a perfectly grammatical sentence, (60) is the way such 
a statement would usually be expressed. The item is introduced into the discourse 
as the object of an active transitive verb, and then it can occur as the subject of an 
adjective, in order to describe a quality of the object. 

Go=lehi na boe lague ngihie. 
2sgSP=100k ACC pig big that 

'Look at that big pig: 


(60) Go=lehi na boe ngihie. U lague mwere. 
2sgSP=100k ACC pig that TEL big IN TENS 


'Look at that pig. It's really big: 


10. Conclusion 

In conclusion, I have given ample evidence demonstrating that adjectives in Ambae 
are a sub-class ofverbs. It is also evident that words in this sub-class have a number 
ofcharacteristics which distinguish them from other classes ofverbs, and these are 
characteristics that adjectives commonly possess in languages, thus providing sup
port for calling this sub-class ofverbs adjectives. 
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Adjectives in Semelai 
Nicole Kruspe 

1. Introduction 

Semelai is a Southern Aslian language (Benjamin 1976). Aslian languages belong to 
the Mon-Khmer division of Austroasiatic. Semelai is spoken in Peninsular Malay
sia around Tasek Bera in Pahang and in settlements along the Bera, Triang, Serting. 
and Muar Rivers, straddling an area of south-west Pahang, north-east Negeri Sem
bilan, and northern Johore. In 1999, the population figure given in the government 
census was 4,055. This figure would be representative of the number of Semelai 

I speakers. Semelai of all ages exhibit a preference for speaking their own language, 
and the use of Malay is limited to dealings with non-Semelai. The language is not 
written.1 Malay, the national language and language used in education, is the lin
gua franca used with all other peoples, including those from other aboriginal mi
norities in the Peninsula. 

2. Typological profile 

2.1. THE LEXICON 

2.1.1. Word classes 

Semelai has clearly distinguished word classes, both syntactically and morpho
logically. The open classes are Nominal, Verb, and Expressive (Kruspe 2004: 97~ 
102). 

Nominals function as the heads of NPs, complement arguments in non-verbal 
clauses and nominal modifiers in associative constructions. 

Verbs function as predicates. The majority of verbs are clearly transitive or 
'ansitive: there are also a small number of ambitransitive verbs. The distinction 

1 The orthographic system used in this is essentially phonemic, differing from the stand
ard IPA only with regard to Ijl, 1,1, and 1(.;1, are represented here as Iyl, Ij/, and lsi respe<;tiv"ely. 
Semelai words frequently contain strings of consonants separated by the non-phonemic vowel [<lJor 
one of its conditioned variants la, i, ul. In order to accommodate the reader, these vowels have been 
included in the orthography. See Kruspe (2.004) for a detailed analysis of Sernelai phonology. 

The chapter is based on data collected in 1990-1 for my Ph.D. and in 2000-1 during a post-doctoral 
position at the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology, Leipzig. Particular thanks go to 

1 
my teacher Normah Het and the Kampong Putat community, Malaysia. 
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TABLE I. Word classes and prototypical and derived functions 

Nominal Attributive Verb 
HeadofNP Modifier Head of predicate 

d:Jl 'house' 	 mvcvm dJI bJr-d:Jl 'to be housed' 
'house-like' par-d:Jl 'to house (s.o.)' 

rJ<l>m:JI 'male, man' ram:Jl 'to be male' 
mJ=rJm:JI 'the male one' 

nal-g:Jl 'felling' 	 bJr-g:Jl 'felled' g:J? 'to fell (a tree)' 

between stative and active verbs cuts across the transitive/intransitive division. 
Expressives2 are iconic utterances, which function to simultaneously provide 

information about both the predicate and its arguments, in the form of a single 
lexical item. They function as clausal adjuncts, or stand alone as minor clauses. 

Members of this class express sensate imagery-aural, visual, oral, tactile-e.g. 
cariiliip'the sound of (someone/something) entering the undergrowth:3 Expres
sives frequently combine a cluster of properties, e.g. the lexeme barlol'(something) 
large, dark and motionless, lying submerged in the water' combines DIMENSION, 
COLOUR, and POSITION. In addition, they have irregular phonology, irregular redu
plication patterns, and vowel alternation. 

Lexemes must undergo derivational procedures, either morphological or syn
tactic, in order to function in a different word class. This is illustrated in Table 1 

where the prototype member is shown in bold. 

2.1.2. Avoidance speech style 

Semelai has an Avoidance speech style, cvkvp ba-sener (speak MID-tease.by. 
allusion), a system of word substitution, utilizing the normal phonology and 
grammar of Semelai (Kruspe in press: 7-10). It is employed when people enter the 
forest or go out on the lake or rivers, in order to prevent any misfortune, either a 
mishap or illness, befalling the individual or the wider group involved in the expe
dition. Some examples are: tijJ 'snake' which in avoidance speech is ma=rus kabal 
(REL=drag body) literally 'the one who drags himself; parahol'dug out canoe' is 
from dvl'large cooking vessel'; and larel'rain' is ma=ramay (REL=be.many) 'the 
one who is many'. 

While many Aslian languages have taboo-based speech styles-Semai (Dif
floth 1980); Ceq Wong and Jah Hut (Kruspe fieldnotes)-Semelai is unusual in 

2 Expressive is a term used by scholars of Austroasiatic; the more widely used term is ideophone 
(see Sohn, Ch. 9, this volume). 

, The following conventions are used: Semelai lexemes are in italics; Malay lexemes are in under
lined italics. Morpheme boundaries of prefixes and suffixes are represented by a hyphen '-'; infixes 
and the circumfix by parentheses '< >'; underspecified affixes are enclosed by'+'; and clitic bounda
ries are shown by'='. 
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extending this to include verbs (G. Diffloth, pc), e.g. the regular verb CJhIJ 'to roast' 
is replaced by kalwt:/, and khabas'to die' is replaced by calvy. The etymology of these 
terms is unknown. COLOUR and DIMENSION adjectives are also represented in the 
avoidance lexicon, e.g. the regular term thay'be big' is laniJn in avoidance speech, 
and putih 'be white' is parantJh. 

It is possible that the taboo has resulted in the lexical replacement of indigenous 
words by Malay loans, e.g. the colour terms discussed in §§3.2.2 and 5.1, and the 
avoidance term is actually an archaic indigenous lexeme. 

2.2. MORPHOLOGY 


Semelai is an isolating language with agglutinating features. The complex mor

phological system contains a rich inventory of prefixes, infixes, suffixes, and a cir

cumfix. There are two systems of arrangement: (i) a non-concatenative system of 

prefixes and infixes, which has its origins in Mon-Khmer; and (ii) a concatenative 

system of prefixes, suffixes, and a circumfix acquired through contact with Austro

nesian, notably Malay. Both systems of attachment are prosodically driven; the se

lection of allomorphs is determined by the syllable structure of the root or base. 

Some typical functions of derivational morphology are to change the word class of 

the root, e.g. nominalization; or valency changing operations, e.g. causativization 

and detransitivization. 


2.3. MORPHOSYNTAX 


Semelai has a morphologically ergative system. Grammatical relations are marked 

by clitics. There is a mix of head- and dependent-marking. In the transitive clause, 

the A is cross-referenced on the verb by a pronominal proclitic as in (1). Examples 

of dependent-marking are the role marking proclitics: la= 'A=' on the external 

post-verbal NP A, and the optional hn = '0' on the post-verbal NP 0 as in (1). The 

o is not cross-referenced on the verb. Indirect objects and obliques are coded by 

prepositions, see (1). 


2.4. CONSTITUENT ORDER 


Constituent order at the clause level is fluid, with a strong tendency to be predicate 

initial. Fluidity is pragmatically driven. The minimal clause consists of the predi

cate alone. 


2.4.1. The transitive clause 

Constituent order in the transitive clause is predicate-initial V A 0 as in (1), or 
O-initial 0 V A as in (2): 

(1) ki=tikam la=kanlak hn=PJdJ1} rJm lame1} 
3A=stab A=husband O=tiger with spear 
'The husband stabbed the tiger with the spear: 

http:MID-tease.by
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(2) 	 p,d'lJ ki=tikarn la=leanlak "rn larnelJ 
tiger 3A=stab A=husband with spear 

'The husband stabbed the tiger with the spear: 


Where the order is A V 0, the A is followed by a slight pause: 

(3) 	 k,mlak, ki=tikam hn=p,d'lJ "m iarnelJ 
husband 3A=stab O=tiger with spear 

'The husband, he stabbed the tiger with the spear: 


The morphologically simplest clause A V 0, in which grammatical relations are 
not coded, states general or universal conditions: 

(4) 	 palrel par-pih samal, la=relJ kawan 
ghost cAus-be.ill person Bcs=seek friend 

'The ghosts (of those who have died a violent death) make people ill, be

cause (they) seek friends: 


2.4.2. The intransitive clause 

In the intransitive clause, the predicate is in either initial (5) or final position (6). S 
is not cross-referenced on the verb, and there is no NP-marking of the external NP. 
There are suppletive third person absolutive pronominal forms kahn « kah=hn 
3=ABS) '3S' and dehn « deh=hn 3pl=ABS) '3pIS' used for pre-predicate subjects. 

A driver in a four-wheel drive is going cross-country. 
suwak dal ba-tarolJ leah 
go NEG HAvE-path 3 

'He is going without a road: 


(6) 	 leamn cvh talJah tarolJ 
offspring be.born middle path 

'The baby was born on the way: 


2.4.3. The external cause clause 

Predicates containing verbs of motion and emotion have two possibilities for 
marking as in (7)-(8). The basis of the split is to mark a type of involuntary com
pulsion resulting from external causation. The subject of the intransitive clause is 
cross-referenced by the 'A=' proclitic on the verb, although the clause is still mono
valent and the subject displays low agentivity (8). The causer is encoded in a caus
al clause la= 'BCS: 

(7) 	 kahn malul 
3S be.shy 

'She is shy: 


ki=malul la=hE 
3A=be.shy Bcs=lincl 

'She is shy because of us: 
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2.5. NOMINAL SYNTAX 

Semelai is a right branching language. All modifiers excluding the Quantifier 
Phrase follow the head. Constituent order at the phrase level is fixed. The ordering 
of constituents in the NP is: 

(Quantifier) Head (Attributive) (Associative NP) (Demonstrative) 

Only nominals or derived nominals may function as the head. The Quantifier is a 
number, numeral classifier, measure, or quantity word, e.g. pEl nal-r,l baba (three 
UNIT-basket unhusked.rice) 'three basketfuls (of) unhusked rice: The Attributive 
is either a property verb: lard paret (day be.hot) 'a hot day'; a verb functioning 
as a quasi-adjective, sarna? kal-kheJ (person IMPERF-knoW) 'a knowledgeable per
son' (see §4.2.2), or a restrictive modifier, dak len (water just) 'plain water: The 
Associative NP is a modifying nominal: d,l babu (house [nameD 'Babu's house'; 
dak ja<nah>bh (water drink<NR» 'drinking water: The Demonstrative is always 
phrase final: t'lJ kv leake (container 2fam there) 'your container right there: 

2.5.1. Non-verbal clauses 

There is no copula verb in Semelai. Equative and Ascriptive clauses simply in
volve a verbless clause subject NP and a verbless clause complement NP; in Loca
tive clauses, it is a locative prepositional phrase. Like intransitive clauses, either the 
complement, (9), or the subject can be in initial position. The only 'verbal' gram
matical marking possible in the non-verbal clause complement is the imminent 
aspect proclitic ga= 'IMM: which has a predictive reading. 

(9) 	 On returning home, the daughter, who has just been mistakenly caught in 
the casting net of a short-sighted man, relays her experience to her mother: 
pa-pam leah' khalalJ '[earth thaY]Pred [7<lplsub/ 
NR-sense 3 QUOTE [fish be.bighred [lfamlsubj 
"'His feeling", (she) said, "(was) (that) I (was) a big fish:" 

There is an existential copula dal'ExIsT' from Malay ada 'there is/are': 

bh, kuweh dal len f'j svn 
EXCL biscuit EXIST I,OC hand PART 
'Oh, there's a biscuit in her hand, you know: 

3. The adjective class in Seme1ai 

Adjectives in Semelai are treated as a sub-class of verbs. They form an open class, 
although there are two distinctive sub-classes, DIMENSION and COLOUR, which 
are closed. Semelai adjectives belong to the 'verb-like' type of Dixons proposed 
typology (Ch. 1), based on their common morphological and syntactic proper
ties. While adjectives display strong 'verb-like' characteristics, they also exhibit a 
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number of subtle differences, e.g. different possibilities both within the predicate 
slot and as modifiers within an Np, see §4.2. Adjectives do not share properties 
with nominals. The similarities and differences of verbs and adjectives are dis
cussed in §4, and summarized in Table 6. 

Adjectives represent less than 10 per cent of the lexicon. In the current lexical 
database of 3,870 entries, there are approximately 300 adjectives. New members of 
the adjective class are predominantly loan words from Malay. Interestingly, there 
is no morphological process whose specific function is to derive adjectives from 
other word classes, as there is, for example, to derive deverbal nouns from verbs. 

Adjectives occur in texts in predicates more frequently than as attributives. 
Examples of attributive use in the database tend to occur most often in folk defin
itions, e.g. lEWEh 'be uneven' was defined as malaIJ ipas, malaIJ dapEs (side be.high 
side be.low) '(one) side high (and) one side (low): 

There are two types of quasi-adjective, verbs which are morphologically derived 
in order to function as modifiers; and syntactically derived forms like mtlCl1m N 
'like N, N-like: as shown in Table 1 above. Quasi-adjectives have limited mor
phological and syntactic possibilities compared to 'true' adjectives; see §4.2.2 and 
Table 6. 

Adjectives function as: (a) the head of intransitive type predicates: 

lapac deh saleh 
stomach 3pl be.hungry 
'They were hungry: (lit. Their stomachs (were) hungry.) 

(b) modifiers of nominals in NPs: 

(12) ki=dJS dak thay, lampuh 
3A==arrive water be.big inundate 
'The flood water came (and) inundated (the land): 

3.1. SEMANTIC TYPES 

Adjectives in Semelai include ten of the thirteen semantic types identified by 
Dixon (Ch. 1). Semantic types. approximate membership, and examples are pro-

below: 
1. 	 DIMENSION [8] {rIas'be high',jalll'be short' 
2. COLOUR [8] kuneIJ 'be yellow: hijaw 'be green' 
3. PHYSICAL PROPERTY [200+] carem 'be brittle, piercing: sabap 'be full' 
4. VALUE [7] libk'be good', {rIat'be ugly, malformed:jadEl'be beautiful' 
5. 	 AGE [5] gado 'be old (persons)',llel'be old (things): lareh 'be new' 
6. DISTANCE [3]llap 'be far: dadEs 'be near' 
7. 	 QUANTIFICATION [l2] ramay'be many (people): bmm 'be many (things)' 
8. QUALIFICATION [3] biyasal 'be usual, normal, lase/) 'be unusual, different' 
9. SPEED [4] jaras 'be swift: layon 'be slow' 

10. HUMAN PROPENSITY r121 lalltlTbe insane: cardek 'be clever: panay 'be adept' 
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3.1.1. Semantic overlap 
Thirteen semantic types are listed in Dixon (Ch. I), ofwhich ten are present in Sem

elai. Those absent from the Semelai inventory are expressed by other word classes: 

NUMBER, QUANTIFICATION, and POSITION are all nominals: muy'one: sambroh 

karom 'below', sawd 'left-side'; nationality terms are also nouns, gob 

'southern Indian: 


Intransitive stative verbs convey DIFFICULTY-Susah 'be difficult', santi/} 'be 
easy'-and HUMAN PROPENSITY-!1aren 'be angry', kali 'be brave'. HUMAN PROPEN
SITY can also be expressed as descriptive nouns, using the Excessive Agent deriv
ation: ca'to eat' > par-ca (xs-eat) 'a glutton'; wktlp 'to talk' > par-cvkvp (xs-talk) 'a 
talkative person, chatterbox', 

3.2. ADJECTIVE SUB-CLASSES 


Three sub-classes of adjective are defined according to morphological criteria: 


1. 	 DIMENSION terms; 
2. 	 COLOUR terms; 
3. 	 the rest. 

Sub-classes 1 and 2 exhibit closed membership; class 3 is an open class acquiring 
loanwords from Malay. 

3.2.1. Class I: DIMENSION 

The class of eight DIMENSION terms contrasts four antonymic pairs; see Table 2. All 
eight members of the set have the ability to; 
• feed 	the derivation of the morphological comparative +ral+ 'COMP'; jalEl 'be 

short' > ja<ral>IEl'be shorter' 
• 	 form the intensive: ku 'be small' > kE-kift 'be really small' 
• form the causative: sey'be thin' > par-sey'make thin' 

Class 3 adjectives also feed the latter two derivations; Class 2 adjectives do not. 
Only one term from each antonymic pair: 

• feeds nominalization: thay 'be big' -7 niy-thay 'bigness, size'. Typically, this is the 
positive term, but note that both thick and thin may be nominalized. 

TABLE 2. The class of dimension adjectives 

Dimension Positive Negative 

Size 'be big' kit 'be small' 
Length jab/} 'be long' 'be short' 
Height lJlas 'be high' dapts 'be low, short' 
Thickness sa 'be thick' sey 'be thin' 
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• derives the diminutive, klt 'be small' > kit 'really tiny'. The 'negative' term under
goes vowel alternation in which the vowel of the final syllable is raised to /if 
or iii. Vowel alternation, a feature common to the expressive word class, is not 
found in other word classes, or with other adjectives, except for the pair of indig
enous COLOUR terms in Class 2 (see §3.2.2). 

The morphological comparative +ra1+ 'COMP'. This derivation is restricted to di
mension terms. The function of this morpheme is to make a relative comparison 
of dimension in terms of one of the four antonymic pairs: size (big), height (high), 
length (long), and thickness (thick). The derived form may be used as a modifier 
as in (13), or predicate as in 

(13) 	 dJI ral-thay, ral-klt lihk, buruk . .. 
house cOMP-be.big cOMp-be.small be. good be.old 
'(Whether) the house was big (or) small, in good (condition) (or) bad .. : 

(14) 	 ma=mirah hal ral-klt, ke=svn, ral-thay 
REL=be.red AT cOMP-be.small that=PART cOMP-be.big 
'The red ones here are smaller, those see, are bigger: 

In (13) note that the evaluative adjectives lilJk'to be good' and buruk'to be old' are 
not marked for the comparative, despite the same comparative relationship impli
cit to the pair. The relationship can only be expressed by juxtaposition for those 
terms, which do not derive the comparative. In (15) the object of comparison is ex
pressed as a prepositional phrase with tJm 'from': 

(15) 	 lljalj, rim ral-t"ay tJm kleljkelj 
hornbill bird cOMP-be.big from pied.hornbill 
'The enggang hornbill, (it's) a bigger bird than the pied-hornbill: 

In stating the comparison, it is not necessary to have both dimensions overtly ex
pressed. In most cases, there is no obvious object of comparison other than some 
kind of prototype entity or attribute: 

TABLE 3. Summary of morphological properties of dimension adjectives 

Dimension 	 COMP CAUS INTNS NR DIM 

Size 'be big' + + + + 
kit 'be small' + + + + 

Length j;J/;J1] 'belong' + + + + 
j;J/U 'be short' + + + + 

Height l]lJS 'be high' + + + + 
d;Jpts 'be low, short' + + + + 

Thickness sU 'be thick' + + + + 
sey 'be thin' + + + + + 
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(16) 	 kadop ral-thay, kanbn par-Jlih 
fontanelle cOMP-be.big child xs-be.ill 

a bigger (than normal) fontanelle, the child will always be sickly: 

The features of this sub-class are summarized in Table 3. 

3.2.2. 	Class 2: COLOUR 

The COLOUR terms are a finite set. Six members of this class are borrowed from 
Malay and two are indigenous. The borrowed terns are: 

putih 'to be white, silver, metallic grey' from Malay putih 'white' 

hitam 'to be black' from Malay hitam 'black' 

mirah 'to be red, orange, red- brown' from Malay merah 'red' 

kunilj 'to be yellow, gold' from Malay kuning'yellow' 

hijaw'to be green/light blue' from Malay hijau 'green' 

birul'to be darker blue' from Malay biru 'blue' 


The indigenous terms are: johor 'be russet' and jJhJr'be lighter russet'. Other indig

enous COLOUR terms belong to the class of expressives (see §6). 


belen 	 dal CJ hitam, CJ johor 
NEGAT EXIST dog be. black dog be. russet 
'On the contrary, it isn't that there was a black dog, (there was) a russet 
dog: 

As a sub-class, COLOUR terms do not feed any derivational process other than the 
Collective ba< . .. >an 'TOG: a derivation common to all adjectives. 

ba<mirah>an mukal deh, ia=pa<t>ret 
be.red<TOG> face 3pl Bcs=be.hot<NR> 
'They were all red-faced together, because of the heat: 

Only black derives a causative form: hi<r>tam (be.black<cAus» 'to blacken' < 
hitam'to be black: 

The COLOUR terms are not attested in the reduplicated intensive form. Lighter 
and darker shades may be indicated by qualifying a COLOUR term with either putih 
'white' or hitam 'dark: e.g. mirah putih 'to be light red'. 

COLOUR terms can be nominalized syntactically with a referential meaning 
only, e.g. ma=mirah (REL=be.red) 'the red one', and never as an abstract noun. This 
feature is common to all adjectives. 

3.2.3. Class 3: The rest 

As the name suggests, this class contains all semantic types other than those of DI

MENSION or COLOUR. The majority are physical property terms. Some examples 
along with their antonyms are listed in Table 4. 
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TABIE4. Examples of Class 3 adjectives with antonyms 

Positive term 	 Negative term 
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4. Grammatical properties 

We will now examine some of the morphological and syntactic properties pecu
liar to adjectives. A table summarizing these properties is provided at the end of 
the section (Table 7). 

4.1. MORPHOLOGICAL PROPERTIES 


Adjectives generally exhibit low productivity with respect to morphological pro

cesses, in contrast to other verbs. For the most part, adjectives feed the same mor
phological derivations as verbs, with the same semantic result, e.g. verb/adjective 
+ causative gives 'to cause to do/be X: whereas noun + causative results in 'to pro
vide or equip with X: However, nominalization stands out, in terms of the actual 
structural process. This is discussed below in §4.1.1. 

Adjectives do not feed the Imperfective, Middle voice, Happenstance (involun
tary action), or Excessive agent derivations. 

4.1.l. Nominalization 

Adjectives display low productivity with respect to nominalization. Antonymic 
pairs usually allow the nominalization of only one member. Many adjectives do 
not feed nominalization, whereas virtually all verbs freely nominalize, with the ex
ception of certain stative verbs expressing cognitive processes (sadar'remember'), 
emotion (1pren 'be angry'), and ability (galet 'be physically able'). 

The formal process of nominalization of adjectives differs from that of verbs. 
Verbs, both mono- and disyllabic, take an +n+ affix, usually in combination with 
coda copy <C>. Coda copy is the reduplication and infixation of the final syl
lable coda (Kruspe 2004: 73). Adjectives, on the other hand, take different affixes, 
dependent on whether the root is monosyllabic or disyllabic. 

Monosyllabic roots derive nouns like other verbs: n- prefix + coda copy is pre
fixed to the root, e.g.IJlas 'be high> nis-Jlas 'height'. Monosyllabic verbs nominalize 
in the same way: hum 'to bathe' > nam-hum 'act/manner of bathing: 

Disyllabic roots derive nominalized forms by coda copy «C» alone: j:.Jbp 
'smell bad' (food, unwashed hair/body/clothing) > ja<p>bp 'bad odour'. Verbs 
infix <nC> into the initial syllable: jabh 'to drink' > ja<nah>bh 'act/manner of 
drinking'. Some verbs infix <n> alone (p:.Jbt'to stay> pa<n>bt 'act/manner of 
staying'), but never coda copy alone as for adjectives. 

The actual function of coda copy is dependent on the word class of the root, 
whether a transitive verb, an active intransitive verb, a bound root, an adjective, or 
a nominal. The most frequently attested function is the derivation of the imperfec
tive of transitive roots. The full range of possible functions is shown in Table 5. 

4.1.2. Light syllable reduplication 

Adjectives reduplicate using light syllable reduplication ('INTNS') to derive an in
tensified form. Light syllable reduplication copies the root minus the coda, and 

paret'be hot (weather), 

from Malay panas perit'scorching heat' 

gJhJP 'be hot (thermal), 

kajah 'be heavy' 

masam 'be sour' 

from Malay masam 'sour' 

lh:m 'be tasty, delicious' 

padas 'be spicy, hot' 

from Malay peda.. 'spicy' 

kadec 'be bitt~ 

nom 'be ripe' 

libk 'be good' from Malay elok 'good' 


jade/'be beautiful, well-formed' 

jaruh 'be deep' 


lluh 'be sharp 

cin 'be cooked' 

tabh 'be wet' 


sadac 'be cool' 

hampol'} 'be lightweight' 

sadac'be tasteless, bland' 

dal nom 'unripe' 
dallibk 'be bad' 
buruk 'be old, worn out' 
from Malay buruk 'old, 

ugly, malformed' 
surut 'be shallow' 

(rice, . 
from Malay kering'dry' 

melen 'be flexible' 

basalJct 'be dark' 

lalus 'be fine, delicate (general), from Malay 
halus 'refined, fine' 

salew'smooth' 
kabat 'be rigid, stiff' 

Class 3 adjectives do not share any features which systematically distinguish them 
as a cohesive class. The following are general statements: 

• many Class 3 adjectives form the antonym by negating the positive term with 
the verbal negator dal'NEG': dal Adj (NEG Adj), daillel (NEG be.long) 'be short 
(time)' (§p) 

• nominalized forms may have a concrete entity as the referent: sadac 'be cool' > 
si<e>dac 'coolness'; 'cold food/leftovers'; batak'to be overgrown, clogged up' > 
ba<k>tak 'non-cultivar, weed'; 'scrub, undergrowth' 

• 	some adjectives in this class are morphologically complex, whereas Class 1 and 2 

adjectives are monomorphemic. Bimorphemic forms exhibit inherent redupli
cation, e.g. jaljil (jal-ji I) 'be dirty: for which no roots are identifiable. 
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TABLE 5. The range of functions of coda copy 

Root Function Example 

Active transitive verb Imperfective 
SEC 'to steal' SiC-SEC 'to be 

Active intransitive verb Newlexeme 
jJtek 'to sleep' j<J<k>tek 'to camp out' 

Bound Root Intransitive verb 
diJm (lie) d<Jm-dam 'to be lying down' 

Adjective Nominalization 
'be long' j<J<I]>i<J1] 'length' 

Nominal Stative intransitive verb 
parae 'wing' pi<c>r<Jc 'to have wings' 

prefixes this to the root,jiJLiJ-jiJ/Jtj (lNTNs-be.long) 'really tall' < jiJliJtj (be.long). The 
reduplicated adjective may function as a predicate as in (19), modifier as in (20), 
or adverb as in (21): 

(19) lla-llap kiJh 
INTNs-be.far 3 

'She was really far (away): 


ba-retj diJbtj taha-tahan, mlJClJm dabtj catjay 

MID-seek wood INTNs-last like wood Neobalanocarpus heimii 

'Really lasting wood was sought, like Neobalanocarpus heimii wood: 


(21) bak lib-libk! 
fasten INTNs-be.good 
'Fasten (it) really well!' 

The light syllable reduplication of verbs ('RDP') is restricted to predicative use. In
transitive and transitive verbs have a continuative interpretation, but for intransi
tives aimlessness or lack of purpose is also implied, see (22), while for transitive 
verbs it is attentiveness as in (23): 

(22) suwa-suwak 
RDP-gO 

wandering around: 

(23) ki=catje-catjew 
3A=RDP-watch 
'He watched and watched' 

Stative transitive verbs, e.g. mJh 'to want', siJdiJr 'to remember: do not reduplicate. 
A summary of the functions of light syllable reduplication is given in Table 6. 
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TABLE 6. Summary of verb type and semantic 
result of light syllable reduplication 

Verb type syllable reduplication 

Intransitive verb: continuative 
Active + aimlessness 
Stative intensification 
Adjective intensification 

Transitive verb: continuative 
Active + attentiveness 
Stative 

4.1.3. The causative 

Both adjectives and verbs causativize in the same manner: monosyllabic roots 
form the causative with the prefix par- 'CAUS'; disyllabic roots with the infix <r> 
or prefix pa- 'CAUS'. 

ki=sec pa-Iadal pa<r>das 
3A=surreptitiously EQUIP-chili be.spicy<cAus> 

'She surreptitiously added chilli, (and) made (it) spicy: 


Ability to feed this derivation is constrained by the semantics of individual lex
emes, and possible states that can be perceived of as being caused to change. For 
example,piJret'be hot (weather), and nom 'be ripe' cannot be causativized, as these 
are states which manifest autonomously or through indirect causation. The cause 
can only be expressed as a causal clause with La= 'BCS'; see (18) above. 

4.1.4. Collective circumfix: b~<...>an 'TOG' 

All adjectives and most verbs feed this derivation with the same semantic result: 
adjective ba<lasetj>an (be.different<ToG» 'all (of them) different' < lase1} 'to be 
different, unusual'; transitive verb ba<ca>lan 'to all be eating together' < ca'to eat' 
and intransitive verb ba<jateban 'to all be asleep together' < jatek 'to sleep: 

4.1.5. Directional applicative -ii' APPL' 

The suffix -il'APPL' is a valence-increasing suffix which occurs with verbs of mo
tion and emotion. Three adjectives feed this derivation: dakhes 'be near' > dakhes
il'to draw near to (something),; masam 'be sour' > masam-il'to be sour toward 

(someone)'; and taratj 'to be light' > taratj-il'to explain'. 


4.2. SYNTACTIC PROPERTIES 


We will now examine syntactic properties of the adjective class. 
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4.2.1. Attributive modifier 
Adjectives modify nouns, including deverbal nouns as in (25)-(26), but not pro
nouns. 

(25) 	 d:Js kalac bad deh, bari jaruh 
reach inside jungle 3pl jungle be. deep 
'They reached the jungle, the deep jungle: 

(26) 	 nal-cai lambut 
NR-pronounce be.weak 
'weak pronunciation 

The head may be repeated with each adjective in a distributed or coordinated read
ing (27) or the adjective may occur without the head repeated (28): 

(27) 	 ?lei'le? de=kadel d,l thay, dJl kEt 
eventually 3pIA=stay.in house be.big house be.small 
'Eventually they stayed (some) in big houses (and) (some) in small houses: 

(28) 	 denel), liyal'} ral-thay ral-ket, kam:JlJ ki=tudul'} 
wall 	 crack cOMP-be.big cOMP-be.small exhaustively 3A=close 
'(As for) the walls, the cracks big (and) small, he closed up every (one): 

When the adjective is contained in a relative clause (rna= 'REL'), it functions to de
lineate a specific referent, providing a contrastive or emphatic reading: 

(29) 	 A woman has inadvertently committed bigamy: 
ladil kanlak ma=lareh 
YSIB husband REL=be.new 
'The new husband's younger sibling: (The younger sibling (of) the husband 
who was new.) 

An adjective can only occur as the head of an NP if it is nominalized, either mor
phologically, e.g. ta<l'}>ral'} bulan (be.light<NR> moon) 'moon-light', or syntactical
lyas in (30). Unlike deverbal nouns, the syntactically derived form cannot be fur
ther modified. 

(30) 	 The shaman is performing an exorcism on two siblings, one female and 
one male, who have turned into snakes. He chooses the male: 
lieliel, bh ?antat [rna=ram:Jlj talen j'l'} dak 
then go:across take [REL=be.male] To:down foot water 

went across to take the male down to the lower reaches of the 
water: 

4.2.2. 	 Verbs as quasi-adjectives 
Verbs may also function as nominal modifiers, but the form of the verb is dictat
ed by the role of the nominaL Intransitive verbs directly modify the head-like ad
jectives: 
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(31) samal par 
people fly 
'flying people' 

(32) reS}1ES, "h dabl'} khabas 
twig branch tree die 
'twigs (are) dead tree branches' 

Transitive verbs require modification of the verb before they can function attrib
utively. The verb must be in the -imperfective if the noun being modified is in A 
(transitive subject) function: 

gares dal kal-khel 
liver NEG IMPERF-know 

(lit. an unknowing liver) 'to be unaware (of what one is doing)' 


If the modified noun is in 0 function, the verb must be in the Middle voice (bar
'MID') (34), or host the irrealis proclitic ma= 'IRR' 

(34) 	 dabl'} bar-g:Jl 
tree MID-fell 
'a felled tree' 

(35) 	 pale rna=ca 
fruit IRR=eat 
'edible fruit' 

The behaviour of quasi-adjectives is summarized in Table 7. 

4.2.3. 	Adjectives as adverbs 

An adjective may modify a noun, or another verb as a manner adverb, without any 
additional marking, as in (36)-h8), in the same manner as an intransitive verb. 

(36) 	 dak jam 
water be.swift 
'swift water' 

(37) 	 suwak jaras 
walk be.swift 
'walk swiftly' 

(38) 	 The folk definition for the expressive lakaken: 
suwak layari, suwak lalus, mvcvrn sa<n>wak ci 
walk be.slow walk be.delicate like walk<NR> louse 

means) to walk slowly, walk delicately, like the manner of walking (of) 
lice: 

http:3pIA=stay.in
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4.2.4. 	Adjectives as predicates 
Adjectives function as intransitive predicates. Ordering may be predicate final, see 
(39), or predicate initial, see (40): 

(39) 	 dehn ltlc dadEs 
3plS already be.near 

'They (were) already near: 


(40) 	 ga=damdam laJl [bihih JlJl]Pred [lapac]subj 
IMM=lie.down If [be.fuU verY]Pred [stomach]subj 
'I'm going to lie down, (my) stomach is very full: 

Adjectives occur with the same aspectuals as verbs, e.g. the imminent aspect proc
!itic ga= 'IMM: or the temporal adverbs larEh 'recently', ltlc'already' and modal verbs 
like mastil'must'. Like intransitive verbs, adjectives generally cannot host the irre
alis proclitic ma= 'IRR: 

The auxiliary verb Ian 'to desire' shown in (41) expresses the inchoative with 
adjectives as in (42): 

(41) 	 kahn ian ca 
3S want eat 

'He wants to eat: 


(42) 	 Ian kune1J 
want be. yellow 

'(1bey are) starting to yellow: 


Adjectives do not occur in imperative or prohibitive clause types, except in their 
derived causative form, or as the second verb in a manner or resultative serializa
tion, see (57) below. 

4.2.5. Negation 
Adjectives are negated using the same negators as verbs. The predicate negator dal 
'NEG' is illustrated in (43) negating an adjective and in (44) negating a verb. 

(43) 	 dal llcm, bar-cal len gaivr 
NEG be.nice MID-pronounce I.OC name 

'It is not nice, (if) the name is said: 


(44) 	 taro1J dal dJS hal ml 
road NEG reach AT here 

'The road doesn't reach here: 


There are three aspectual negators: dal . .. WJl 'no longer'; dal ... lagil 'not yet'; and 
dal . .. cat} 'not at all: In example (45) an adjective is negated, and in (46) a verb. 
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(45) 	 dal lie? ca1J jatEk 
NEG be.long at.all sleep 
'(It) wasn't long at all (that she) slepf 

(46) 	 dal ki=pakay ca1J 
NEG 3A=use at.all 
'He doesn't pay attention at all: 

Both adjectives as in (47) and verbs as in (48) also employ the same the metalin
guistic negator beh 'NO': 

(47) 	 bubuh tabh, carch beh 
fish.trap be.wet fish NO 
'The fish trap is wet, the fish (are) not (wet): 

(48) 	 beh, dal ji=khom 
NO NEG 2A=sit 
'No, you didn't sit (on it): 

Nominals are negated by the metalinguistic negator belen 'NEGAT': 

(49) 	 belen mtlcvm nal-hal 
NEGAT like NR-AT 
'Not like this (stuff) here: 

4.2.6. 	Adverbial modification 
A. Intensification 


JjJlpost-modifies adjectives and verbs. As an adjectival modifier it means 'very: 


(50) 	 carus laJl jala1J JlJl 
claw Ifam beJong very 
'My claws are very long: 

With stative verbs it means 'really'; 

(51) 	 ki=khd JlJl ma=pamn 
3A=know really lRR=taboo 
'She really knows the ritual prohibitions: 

With activity verbs JlJl means 'repeatedly' or 'always': 

(52) 	 bJy ma=jon ballttlJlJl! 
NEG:IMP IRR=give friend always 
'Don't repeatedly give (it) to (your) friends (to use)!' 

B. Adverbs of degree 

Adjectives may be pre-modified by grading adverbs expressing degree. These are 
not available as verbal modifiers; 
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dai 13beh 'not much, not very', dai 13beh il3p (NEG more be.far) 'not very far' 

c3mJi'increasingly, more: c3mJi liyar (increasingly be. wild) 'increasingly wild' 

palai'completely, so', palai bihih (so be.full) 'so full' 

cukup 'sufficiently, so'. cukup d3ge1f/Ji (so stubborn very) 'so very stubborn' 


With verbs, cukup means 'enough': dai cukup jatek (NEG enough sleep) 'not enough 

sleep: 


4.2.7. 	 The periphrastic comparative 
Only adjectives may function as the parameter of comparison in a comparative 
construction, a borrowing from Malay. The adjective is modified by the grading 
adverbs 13beh 'more' (from Malay lebih 'more), e.g labeh iibk (more be.good) 'bet
ter: or kuralJ 'less' (from Malay kurang'less'). The object of comparison is expressed 
in a prepositional phrase with tJm 'from'. It is usually only Class 3 adjectives which 
occur in this construction (see §3.2.1 for the comparative of Class 1 adjectives). The 
comparative construction is generally infrequent. 

A similar construction to the comparative, without the adverb labeh 'more~ is 
used to express an opinion: [(N) AdnNP + tJm + first person pronoun. 

(53) 	 k3j3h tJm yE 
be. heavy from 1 
'(It) is heavy in my opinion: is heavy from me.) 

4.2.8. 	Secondary predicates of manner 
Adjectives may occur as the Vl in a serialization describing the manner in which 
the event in VI takes place. Adjectives from all three classes, Class 1 (DIMENSION) as 
in (54), Class 2 (COLOUR) as in (55). and Class 3 as in (56)-(57) may occur as Vl : 

(54) 	 ba-kanJn rai-kit 
HAVE-offspring cOMP-be.small 
'give birth prematurely' 
'lit. give birth smaller: 

(55) 	 iard babi mirah 
day glow be. red 
'The day is glowing red: 

(56) 	 dai sot ca gJhJp, khabas 
NEG permit eat be.hot die 
'(One) should not eat (millet) hot, one will) die: 

(57) 	 khabas saleh 
die 	 be.hungry 
'(He) died (from) hunger: 
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Intransitive verbs and derived intransitive verbs may also function as Vz: suwak 
kamkhom (go sit) 'move sitting (bottom hop)'; suwak bi<y>lvy (go look.upwards) 
'go looking upwards', the avoidance term for 'to go blowpipe hunting: 

4.2.9. 	 Resultative serialization 

Only adjectives may fill the V2 position in this serialization, which describes the 
state resulting from the activity of VI' Class 1, see (58), and Class 3 adjectives, see 
(59)-(60), are attested in this construction. 

(58) 	 A toddler has climbed up on the railings of the verandah. The speaker 
alerts her mother: 
manjalpfi, mastii ki=golJ garak, imot if/as 
small. up. high! must 3A=bring fall mount be.high 
'Small and up high! She must bring (herself) to fall, getting up high: 

(59) 	 ok.WEn ilap! 
throw.away be. far 
'Throw (it) far away!' 

(60) 	 ki=sayor cin, ki=tal'} 
3A=stew.with.vegetable be. cooked 3A=dish.out 

'She stewed (it) (so it) was cooked, (and) she dished (it) out: 


The morphological and syntactic behaviour ofadjectives is summarized in Table 7. 

5. The semantic content of the adjective class 

Certain adjectives attribute a property to a specific entity or class of entities only. 
The adjectives are mainly of the PHYS1CAL PROPERTY and QUANTITY types. Some of 
these are: celJrelJ 'be dry, cracked (lips)'; malaw'be bland, not sweet (fruit),; paf/aw 
'be bland, tasteless (game)'; malan 'be intoxicating (betel nut)'; and samJI 'be plen
tiful (of segments in fruit, like durian or jackfruit>: 

Adjectives are also found in the Avoidance speech style (§2.1.2). The adjectives 
are primarily DIMENS10N and indigenous COLOUR terms; see §5.1 below. 

5.1. SYNONYMY 

Synonymy is extremely rare in Semelai. Some examples where both terms are 
indigenous are: lalJlol'}, tarlay'be naked'; iray, kamm 'be many (inanimate),; and 
dakhEs, dJdes 'be near: 

It is more common to find synonyms where an indigenous word coexists with 
a Malay loan: tar3ban 'to be smashed' and pacah 'be smashed' from Malay pecah 'to 
smash'; hJt'be wrinkled' and karot'be wrinkled' from Malay kerut 'wrinkle: 

Synonymy is also found amongst adjectives from the Avoidance speech style. 
This is due in part to certain terms being used in specific locations within the lake 
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system, e.g. bJbbr, parantJh 'white', galaktak, hayo't} 'black: lanl:m, rabvk, ka<l>bal~ 
01 « bbal'body') 'big (game): t-< 
m 
':J 
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5.2. ANTONYMY 

Many antonyms are formed by negation with dal'NEd: lray 'be many' > dallray 
(NEG be.many) 'be few'; lluh 'be sharp' > daiiluh (NEG be.sharp) 'blunt: 

The negated form may have an idiomatic meaning. The lexeme lvm 'be tasty; 
sweet (tubers), has the antonyms gancar and g;mrac 'be bitter, taste uncooked 
(tubers): The negated form dallvm 'be bad' is used for bad dreams. This appears to 
be related to dage't} lvm (meat be.sweet) 'sweet meat: the Avoidance style term for 
the kija1) 'Barking Deer (Muntiacus muntjak (Zimmermann)): The Barking Deer 
is an ill-omened animal. Malevolent shamans, when dreaming, see the human soul 
in the form of this animal, and consume it, killing the person. 

5.3. HYPONYMY 

Some adjectives have a single lexeme to express the hyponym, rather than modi
fying with an intensifier. Folk definitions, which utilize the intensifier JlJi'very: are 
provided in brackets. 

jareh 'be tired out', piyhay 'be exhausted' Uareh JlJi (tired. out very) 'very tired ouf] 
masin 'to be salty', caha1} 'to be very salty' [masin JlJi (salty very) 'very salty'] 
gada 'be old (people): tuwayelJ 'be very old' [gada JlJi (old very) 'very old'] 

Similarly, some gradable adjectives have suppletive graded terms: sadac 'be cool', 
takvt 'be cold: kajvt 'be really cold', dtthytth 'be cold to the point of shivering: 

5.4. COMPOUND ADJECTIVES 

Compound adjectives, both indigenous and borrowed, are rare. The compound 
liiir layaw (slimy (meaning unknown)) 'be murky' consists of two indigenous 
terms, although there is no definition for the second, as for the following two com
pounds. Some compounds combine a Malay term and an indigenous one, such as 
hitam galiyam (black (meaning unknown» 'pitch black' and gamui gademp51J 
(meaning unknown» 'short, fat (people): 

The majority of compounds are direct loans from Malay. Both terms are 
even though there may be a Semelai adjective available, e.g. the Malay lexeme 
manis 'sweet' is saJlek 'be sweet' in Semelai. 

masam manis (sour sweet) 'be sweet and sour' 
panas tulii (hot deaf) 'overcast, but hot as if the sun was not obscured' 

WI I II hitam laam (black black) 'pitch black' 
::-" 
~. 

I;i 6. Expressives 
.... 
r::;r 

Expressives, introduced in §2.1 above, deserve special mention in relation to their 
semantic overlap with adjectives and adverbs. ]he semantic types attested in the 
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database include DIMENSION, COLOUR, PHYSICAL PROPERTY, DISTANCE, SPEED, and 
QUANTITY, e.g. the quantity expressive lelglek 'be many (children): As with many 
adjectives in Semelai, expressives also tend to be specific to a narrow set of refer
ents, or in the case of adverbials, a specific activity. The lexeme jJmJrJmpet, which 
includes the meaning 'be many', is used specifically for people climbing, so 'many 
people climbing together'. The speaker defined it as, ramay yvr (be. many ascend) 
'many are climbing', or bJ<yvr>an (ascend<ToG» 'many climbing together'. 

The majority of expressives convey properties from more than one semantic 
type, e.g. COLOUR and DISTANCE, cJmJrJl'}elel'}ek'a red object seen from a distance', 
like a fire, or red fruit up in the forest canopy. DIMENSION and PHYSICAL PROP
ERTY are combined in jJmJrol'}koh 'the appearance of something big and round', 
e.g. a boulder. 

Intensification or gradation may also be included in the meaning, e.g. physical 
property, PJllit 'very big-bellied', which was given the folk definition thJY jt:JllJpJC 
(be.big very belly) 'the belly is very big: and kJIJb:Jc5p 'filthy'. The COLOUR term 
ral'}:Jjl means 'deep yellow', like the colour of roasted cassava. The onset of the final 
syllable is reduplicated to derive ra<I'}>JI'}:Jjl [r;:).J);:).IPJ1] 'pale yellow and moving: 
This is not a productive derivation. 

finally, expressives can also convey an action with adverbial modification: 
rabyby and kJr:Jtd:Jt 'walk slowly' (like a tortoise, oc an old person), glossed as 
suwak ?ayon, mvcvm Y:Jh (walk be.slow like tortoise) 'to walk slowly like a tortoise'. 
Another example is barapsjp 'grow shorter', defined as PJh dJpe-dapes (become 
INTNs-be.short) 'become really short: 

7. The ordering of adjectives 

It is rare to have more than one adjective modifying a noun. When two adjectives 
are present, they tend to come from the same semantic sub-class; see (61)-(63). In 
(61), the juxtaposed COLOUR adjectives describe one entity: 

C:J putrn hitam 
dog be.white be.black 
'a white dog (with) black (markings)' 

(62) kJnal thay jJ131'} svn, kJh lan sumt 
happen be. big be. tall PART 3 want circumcise 

'When (he grew) big and tall see, he wanted to be circumcised: 


Two antonymic adjectives receive a coordinated reading as in (62), or alternant 
reading as in (63). There is a tendency for the positive tecm to come first: 

(63) d:J1 ral-tHJY, ral-kU libk, buruk ... 
house cOMP-be.big cOMP-be.small be.good be. old 

'(Whether) the house was big (or) small, in good (condition) (or) bad .. : 
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When both an adjective and verb modify an Np, the adjective precedes the ver
bal modifier: 

(64) kJmus pallal ral-kit, gi)'l-gVjl 
[name] animal cOMP-be.small IMPERF-bite 
'kmus (are) small biting animals: 

(65) samal gado, ba-jal'}:Jt, bJ-misay, ba-huban 
person be.old HAVE-beard HAVE-moustache HAvE-grey.hair 

'an old bearded, moustached, grey-haired person' 
'an old person, with a beard, moustache (and) grey-hair' 

8. Conclusion 

Adjectives in Semelai are established as a distinct class, based on their idiosyncrat
ic behaviour with respect to certain morphological and syntactic properties. With
in this class, two semantic types stand out, the DIMENSION and COLOUR adjectives, 
which are considered here as sub-classes of the adjective class. However, adjectives 
are not considered a major word class, like noun, verb, or expressive, but a sub
class of verbals, given their strong verb-like behaviour. 
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